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General Summary for Sunday, 21 February, 2016

Upland gales or severe gales most regions, strongest Wales. Cold air 

across Scotland brings snow showers to low levels, most frequent in 

west. A slow moving front across northern England & Wales gives 

persistent rain and low cloud, particularly western hills.

British Mountain Summary:

Based on forecast chart for noon 21 February, 2016

Headline for Lake District

Upland gales. Rain, increasingly snow, may persist south.

Detailed Forecast for Sunday, 21 February, 2016

How windy? (On the 

summits)

Effect of wind on 

you?

How wet?

Cloud on the hills?

Chance of cloud free 

summits?

Sunshine and air 

clarity?

How Cold? (at 750m)

Freezing Level

Westerly often 40 to 45mph, occasional 50 gusts 60mph; typically strongest south Lakes 

& Pennines south of Tebay. Tending to ease from north in afternoon, to 30-35mph.

Above summits for many hours, then during afternoon or perhaps only toward dusk, will 

drop abruptly from north toward 600m.

2C, dropping later from north to 0 or -1C.

Where directly exposed to wind, will feel like -15C.

Sunshine not expected. 

Fog blanketing the hills; visibility often reduced by precipitation lower slopes.

Less than 10% south & west; 30% north afternoon.

Shrouding many fells to low levels most of day, lowest bases W & S Lakes, also 

Pennines south of Kendal, rarely above 300 to 500m. N & E from Borrowdale, most cloud 

often above 600m, and gradually breaks may form to higher levels during afternoon.

Very extensive, lowest south & west

Precipitation on and off most of the day, heaviest and most persistent S & W Lakes & 

Pennines, but mostly small amounts NE Lakes & Pennines north from Shap; mostly rain 

valleys, but increasingly snow above 500m, particularly northern areas, falling to 

increasingly low levels through day. Very wet underfoot lower slopes.

Rain, increasingly snow, persistent south-west, may break up from north

Frequent considerable buffeting and significant wind chill; easing slightly northern 

areas into afternoon.
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Lake District - Looking Ahead

Freezing Level

How Cold? (at 

750m)

Sunshine and air 

clarity?

Chance of cloud 

free summits?

Cloud on the hills?

How wet?

Effect of wind on 

you?

How windy? (On the 

summits)

Northwesterly 30, although perhaps up to 

40mph for a few hours, by afternoon may 

drop to 20mph.

North to northwesterly, 15 to 20mph.

Expect widespread buffeting and 

significant wind chill across the hills, 

but conditions may ease.

Fairly small, but feeling cold in any 

breeze.

Snow and hail showers

Snow and hail showers, mainly or only 

western and southern Lakeland fells. 

Elsewhere, in afternoon a few brief 

showers or flurries.

Mostly confined to west

Cloud will come in off the Irish Sea to 

shroud western/southwestern fells, 

perhaps frequently, base 650m, rarely 

550m. Elsewhere, fragments of cloud 

above 700 or 800m, but summits often 

cloud free.

60%

Bright sun, particularly morning away from 

southern and western fells. Excellent 

visibility.

-1C

650m

Dry overall

Most likely dry all day. Very small risk an 

isolated snow shower or flurry 

south-western Lakes.

Very little

Rare fragments of cloud some high tops, 

but most hills often clear.

80%

Bright sunshine.

The air very clear indeed.

-3C

400m; most terrain frozen in morning, slight 

daytime thawing sunlit slopes.

Monday 22 February Tuesday 23 February

Planning Outlook
All mountain areas of Britain from Monday, 22 February, 2016

Scottish mountains will be almost constantly sub-freezing throughout next week, with further snowfall. For England & Wales, 

occasional incursions of warm air will bring periods of thaw, but on higher tops, here too further snowfall will consolidate.

Confidence is fairly low about the evolution of the weather pattern next weekend, but there may be at least a brief period of 

east or south-easterly winds, changing the distribution of snow showers and low cloud. Indications favour generally cold 

conditions continue into the first week of March, particularly in Scotland.

Forecast issued at 13:00 on Saturday, 20 February, 2016 

Forecasts are issued daily by 16:30 and are kept under review and amended as necessary. However, expected conditions 

can still change after issue. © Copyright Geoff Monk & Associates, 2016.
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